
 

**lesson 1**writing a summary *A summary is a brief, written account that summarizes or recaps the key points to what has
been said. *A short, easy-to-read paragraph will usually suffice as well.*

areas. We offer our service to you at reasonable rates. When writing your essay for you, it is also advisable that you provide us
with any research tasks so that we can have completed written copy ready for submission before delivery time." "This company
provides students with an opportunity to complete their assignments whenever they want too! With 24/7 access to our library of
past essays and coursework, questions are always answered quickly. We offer custom essay writing because we know that papers
should be unique to each individual. Every essay or research paper that we provide has been 100% plagiarism free and prepared
from scratch. When writing your essay for you, it is also advisable that you provide us with any research tasks so that we can
have completed written copy ready for submission before delivery time." **lesson 2**writing a summary *A summary is a
brief, written account that summarizes or recaps the key points to what has been said. *A short, easy-to-read paragraph will
usually suffice as well.*

dance, art and culture as part of their lives. The city is packed with cultural events which are choreographed, directed and
produced by the city government, for instance there is a yearly event that celebrate the traditional music of Iraq. The main
amusement parks in Baghdad are "Baghdad Firdous Square" and "Qurtuba Park". The National Museum of Iraq located in
Baghdad includes artifacts from ancient Iraqi civilizations; the Abbasid Caliphate, the Parthian Empire, the Sassanid Empire
(including the renowned Jewels of Nimrud.) This museum was looted during the 2003 Invasion of Iraq. However most items
have been recovered, although about 110 pieces are still missing.

dance, art and culture as part of their lives.  

dance, art and culture as part of their lives. 

sion of the most prevalent religions in Iraq is Islam. 90% of Iraqis adhere to the Shia branch, with a small minority belonging to
the Sunni branch. Almost a third of Iraqis identify themselves as "non-denominational Muslims". Overall, Islam dominates
religious life in Iraq; Baghdad is important as a center of pilgrimage within Iraq and for Shia Muslims internationally.

sion of the most prevalent religions in Iraq is Islam.

dance, art and culture as part of their lives. 

dance, art and culture as part of their lives. Many Baghdad neighborhoods were founded along ethnic lines. This has meant that
Kurdish and Christian enclaves exist as part of the city's fabric. In recent years, many of these neighborhoods have been subject
to ethnic cleansing as sectarian violence increases within Iraq.

sion of the most prevalent religions in Iraq is Islam.

dance, art and culture as part of their lives. 

sion of the most prevalent religions in Iraq is Islam.

dance, art and culture as part of their lives.
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